We present an overview of contact-assisted predictions in the eleventh round of Critical Assessment of Protein Structure Prediction (CASP11), which included four categories: predicted contacts (Tp), correct contacts (Tc), simulated sparse NMR contacts (Ts), and cross-linking contacts (Tx). Comparison of assisted to unassisted model quality highlighted a relatively poor
INTRODUCTION
The CASP11 contact-assisted structure modeling categories intend to learn how knowledge of long-range contacts improved the quality of tertiary structure prediction models provided by socalled hybrid prediction methods [1] [2] [3] . For a selection of more challenging tertiary structure prediction targets (T0), contact-assisted data were distributed to the CASP community subsequent to the release of the target structure and collection of the initial predictions, but prior to the public release of the experimental coordinates. Four types of contact-assisted data (abbreviated T*) were provided: predicted three-dimensional contacts gathered from the contact prediction category of CASP11 (Tp, subscript 'p' for predicted), selected subsets of correct contacts from the contact prediction category (Tc, 'c' for correct), simulated sparse NMR contacts (Ts, 's' for simulated), and contacts obtained from cross-linking mass spectroscopy
5

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Improvements over unassisted T0 models
We evaluated the community-wide improvement in performance quality by comparing the contact-assisted models (all T*: Tp, Ts, Tc, and Tx) to the unassisted (T0) models using the GDT_TS score 7 that has been used in CASP assessments for over a decade [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . We considered the differences in both individual performance and absolute performance on a target-wide basis similar to the evaluation of the CASP10 contact-assisted category 3 . For comparing overall performance improvements on each of the assisted targets, the best unassisted T0 GDT_TS from the group (individual performance) or the best overall unassisted GDT_TS among all groups (absolute performance) was subtracted from the group's T*model GDT_TS. To include individual performance scores for those groups that did not provide T0 models, the average T0 GDT_TS for all groups participating in the contact-assisted category for that target substituted for the missing T0s. To be consistent with the previous CASP10 assisted evaluation, we estimated the significance of community-wide performance improvement for each target using one-tailed t-tests that compared all assisted T* model GDT_TS scores to all T0 model GDT_TS scores (not only best T0's). We used one-tailed paired t-tests to evaluate the significance of each group's performance improvements (absolute and individual) over their unassisted T0 targets.
The t-tests compared all of the group's assisted T* model GDT_TS scores to either the group's best T0 model scores (substituting missing T0 scores with the average GDT_TS for the corresponding target) or the overall maximum T0 model GDT_TS scores among all participating groups, respectively. 6 We calculated Z-score sums (and averages) over all the targets in each category for several different scores. Z-scores were calculated as in previous CASPs 10,11 using first and best GDT_TS scores, as well as the combined score used to evaluate CASP 11 tertiary structure predictions (see Kinch et al., Evaluation of CASP11 free modeling targets and CASP ROLL in this issue). Briefly, we calculated Z-scores over each target for first and best GDT_TS, FM-style combined score (GDT_TS, TenS, QCS, ContS, lDDT, and Molprb), and TBM-style combined score (GDT_HA, GDC_ALL, lDDT, SG, and 0.2 x Molprb); and summed (or averaged) the Zscores for all targets in each contact-assisted category.
The statistical significance of whether each group's performance differed from that of the other groups was inferred from one-tailed paired t-tests and bootstrap tests 10, 14, 15 on GDT_TS, FMstyle and TBM-style scoring schemes. We also carried out a pairwise comparison (head-to-head trials) of the group results, as well as the CASP10-style overall win/loss counts for all-against-all pairwise comparisons 3 . In head-to-head trails, for each pair of groups, we calculated the fraction of common targets/domains for which one group outperformed the other according to the selected score. In win/loss counts, we performed all-against-all pairwise prediction model comparisons on the selected scores for each target and summed the numbers of win/loss cases for each group. The groups were ranked primarily by the probability that a win/loss record was equal to or better than the observed record that could have been obtained by chance, and secondarily by the fraction of winning comparisons. In GDT_TS comparisons for both head-to-head trials and win/lose count, we extended our comparison to consider models within both 1 and 2
GDT_TS score units as ties to address models with insignificant differences. Due to the registration of multiple groups by a single participant, we studied whether registering multiple groups (as opposed to having a single group) would provide an advantage or disadvantage to the 7 participant's Z-score and ranking. To address this question, we compared original Z-scores, t-test probabilities, and ranks to those calculated using only one of the multiple groups from the same participant.
Calculating correct contact percentage and correct contact coverage for contact assisted targets
The correct Tc and predicted Tp categories included some duplicated residue pairs that stemmed from overlapping predicted contacts provided by multiple prediction groups. Simulated NMR Ts target contacts included hydrogen atom pairs (as opposed to residue pairs), with some having multiple peak assignments as well as multiple atom counts for some residue pairs. Additionally, contacts in the simulated NMR Ts category and for the cross-linking target Tx781 included residue pairs limited to the same residue (noted as self-contacts). We filtered out duplications and self-contacts, using the numbers for unique and non-self contact pairs. The correct contact percentage (CCP) was calculated as the number of correct residue pairs divided by the number of total residue pairs (times 100 to convert to percentage), with correct contact pairs defined as having C β atoms in the target structure no more than 8 Å apart. We also computed the correct contact coverage (CCC) as the correct residue pair count divided by the target length.
Production of dummy structure models using simulated NMR Ts contact restraints
The simulated NMR Ts contacts represent hydrogen pairs from simulated NMR peak assignments, with an indicated distance upper limit (UPL) and its corresponding peak. Due to the ambiguity of the NMR assignments, peaks could be assigned to multiple hydrogen pairs. We produced dummy structure models with the CNS package using different distance restraint sets from the simulated NMR Ts contacts: 1) all contacts, 2) unambiguous contacts, and 3) true 8 contacts. Unambiguous contacts were generated by taking those peaks with only one contact pair.
As the UPLs for hydrogen pairs vary, we defined 'Ts-specific' contacts as those with distances lower than the corresponding UPLs. Note that the 'Ts-specific' contact threshold differs from the contact threshold used in comparison across categories (C β atoms within 8 Å).
The simulated annealing protocol of the CNS package 16 was used to calculate structures based on provided distance restraints. As these restraints were limited to hydrogen atoms, we assigned the lower limit for distance constraints as 1.5 Å and the upper limit as the UPL given in the contact information. Simulations were performed from both an extended chain ('anneal.inp' template option) and an embedded substructure starting model generated for H N , N, CO, Cα, Cβ, and Cγ atoms by distance geometry calculations based on the Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE) restraints ('dg_sa.inp' template option) and 'sum' mode for NOE averaging. Simulations were complete after generating 10 accepted structures or reaching a 48-hour time limit. All simulations using unambiguous contacts, and 7 out of 19 simulations using correct contacts produced 10 accepted structures before reaching the time limit. The simulations generated from 634 to 10815 NMR structure solutions for each target, due to variations in protein length and provided contact numbers. We reported the best GDT_TS score among all the trial structures for each simulated NMR Ts target.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Target-based performance improvements
We used performance improvement measures developed in the previous CASP evaluation 3 to assess the CASP community's ability to use contact information to improve tertiary structure predictions (T0). The first measure, individual performance improvement, represents the 9 difference between the contact assisted (T*) scores and the score of the best unassisted T0 prediction from the same group. If the corresponding unassisted prediction T0 was missing, we used the average GDT_TS score from all unassisted predictions submitted on the target in place of the reference score. The second measure, absolute performance improvement, compares scores of assisted T* models and a gold standard unassisted T0 model (the best among all participating predictors in the specific contact-assisted category). However, the absolute performance unrealistically assumes that each group started with the same best unassisted T0 model. Despite the drawbacks of these measures, the difference distributions for best GDT_TS models on each assisted target ( beating their unassisted models in 9% (absolute) and 36% (individual) of the cases. The discrepancy between some of the absolute and individual performance improvements suggested that positive individual performance scores might simply reflect poor initial models. Despite this potential caveat, community-wide T-tests as performed in the previous CASP contact-assisted evaluation 3 (Table 3) showed marginal, yet significant improvements for 4 of the 23 predicted
Tp targets: Tp767-D0, Tp804-D0, Tp806-D1, and Tp834-D0. At the same time, the predictions showed significant deteriorations with respect to their unassisted models on 7 of the 23 predicted Tp targets. Only three predicted Tp targets (Tp763, Tp804 and Tp827) included promising absolute group performance (GDT_TS improvement > 10). Three of four crosslinked Tx targets
showed average deterioration in model quality using assisted information, with one (Tx808-D0) being significantly worse.
In contrast to the poor performance on predicted Tp and crosslinked Tx targets, CASP11
predictors achieved good results modeling correct Tc and simulated NMR Ts targets ( Figure 2 , center panel for correct Tc and upper left panel for Ts). The average GDT_TS improvement of the best correct Tc models was 12.1 GDT_TS for absolute performance, with the top score improvement approaching 69.2 GDT_TS for Tc763. For individual performance, the average of all best correct Tc models over all targets was 22.9 GDT_TS, with the top score improvement approaching 72.1 GDT_TS for target Tc763. All but one correct Tc target showed significant improvements using community-wide t-tests (Table 3) . Similarly, the average performance improvements for best simulated NMR Ts models were both positive (1.5 GDT_TS for absolute and 11.7 for individual), with all but two of the targets (Ts794 and Ts835) showing significant improvements in average model quality by the community-wide t-tests (Table 3) .
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The correct Tc and simulated NMR Ts score distributions highlight another drawback of comparing assisted scores to initial unassisted T0 scores. Several of the targets exhibited negative absolute performance differences, yet the individual performance differences were generally positive (i.e. Tc/Ts806, Tc/Ts824, and Tc/Ts827). These discrepancies suggested that the gold standard best unassisted T0 models used for calculating absolute performance had unusually high scores. Indeed, one of the manual groups participating in the contact-assisted predictions (Baker, CASP group number 064 -see Table 2 for CASP11 group name-number correspondence ) provided outstanding "unassisted" T0 predictions for two of these targets (T0806, see Figure 4 , and T0824). We learned that the Baker group had successfully incorporated co-evolution based contact predictions into their T0 tertiary structure predictions 17 .
As such, the top T0 GDT_TS scores did not fairly reflect those of unassisted models, and this incorrect basis for comparison resulted in unusually low community-wide absolute performance scores (and penalized the individual performance scores for group 64 on these two targets).
Group-based performance improvements
We used the same absolute and individual performance improvement measures (with slight alterations) to understand how each group used contact information to improve unassisted T0 models. For the group-based performance improvement evaluation ( Figure 3 and Table 4 ), we considered all assisted models in calculating averages so that the most information possible was included for statistical evaluation, and we compared these models to either the top group unassisted T0 (individual) or the gold standard unassisted T0 (absolute). Most of the groups' individual and absolute average performance differences were negative for predicted Tp (blue) and crosslinked Tx (orange) targets ( Figure 3A ). In contrast, the average individual performance differences for both correct Tc and simulated NMR Ts were above 30 GDT_TS for six of the 12 participating groups (three groups from Jooyoung Lee's lab: Lee, LeeR and NNS server; the Baker group; the Wiskers group; and the Laufer group), with similar trends in the absolute performance ( Figure 3B ). While the Wiskers group showed one of the most promising GDT_TS difference score trends, they contributed models for only 2 of the 24 correct Tc targets and 2 of the 19 simulated NMR Ts targets (Table 4 ). In fact, six of the groups contributed models for less than 10 of the 70 total targets in all of the assisted categories (indicated by grey group labels in figure 3 ) and were ultimately excluded from rankings.
According to pairwise Student's t-tests evaluating the individual and absolute GDT_TS performance improvements for the groups participating in the CASP11 contact assisted categories, only three groups (NNS, Fusion, and Stap) showed significantly positive individual average performances on predicted Tp targets, whereas one additional group (Baker) showed a positive, but insignificant average performance (Table 4A ). 15 of the 20 participating groups in the predicted Tp category significantly declined as measured by individual performance differences, and all were significantly worse using absolute performance differences. In the crosslinked Tx category, two groups (Meiler Lab and Stap) showed significant positive individual average performance, one group (Baker) showed positive, but insignificant performance, and the rest showed significantly negative individual average performance (Table   4D ). Two of the top-performing groups in the contact-assisted prediction (Baker and LeeR) also performed well in the FM tertiary structure prediction evaluation of unassisted T0 models 18 .
Since most (21 out of 27) of the contact-assisted targets belong at least in part to the FM category (Table 1) , above the average GDT_TS scores of these two groups on unassisted T0 targets could introduce negative bias in difference scores. Thus in theory, evaluation of groups that outperform on T0 targets by their individual GDT_TS difference tests might be unfair. Indeed, the average best T0 GDT_TS score (29.5) on all contact assisted targets for the Baker and LeeR groups was significantly different than the average best T0 GDT_TS score for the remaining groups (22.5) using a two-sample, one-tailed t-test. Given these drawbacks to the performance improvement scores, we chose to rank groups using alternate scores (see Performance evaluation section below).
Examples of top assisted target predictions from top-performing groups
Target Tp806 exhibited the highest overall significant mean difference (4.3 GDT_TS) reflecting performance improvement for the predicted Tp category ( Table 3 ). The FM-categorized T0806 target protein ( Figure 4A ) adopts an α/β three-layered sandwich architecture in the Evolutionary Classification Of protein Domains (ECOD) database 19 that is distantly related by structure (top
LGA_S 25.0 to 2q07A) to folds in the X-group "other Rossmann-like structures with the 14 crossover". The Rossmann-like domain in the target is interrupted by a unique 3-helix insertion that is not present in any structurally related templates. The relatively high GDT_TS score of 60.7 for this target's top T0 model (64_1, by the Baker group) reflected a correct overall topology for the prediction ( Figure 4B ) that was significantly closer to the target than the top templates. Despite this impressive top T0 prediction, the mean GDT_TS was much lower (16.56) for T0 models from groups participating in the contact-assisted categories. The best model for this target in the predicted Tp category (also the Baker's group model 64_5, Figure 4C ) slightly improved the GDT_TS score (to 62.5). The next best group prediction (38_3 by the NNS server, Figure 4D ) retained the correct topology of the Rossmann fold, but incorrectly oriented the helical insertion with respect to the β-sheet.
Target Tc810-D1 exhibited the highest overall significant mean difference (30.4 GDT_TS) reflecting performance improvement for the correct Tc category, and Ts810-D1 exhibited the third highest mean difference (22.3 GDT_TS) for the simulated NMR Ts category ( Table 3 ). The 
Performance evaluation without unassisted models: combining scores for ranks
Due to the potential biases of using unassisted models for the contact-assisted evaluation, we chose to assess group performance using similar score combinations as were used in the FM (see Kinch, this issue) and TBM (see Roland, this issue) evaluations. We generated Z-score sums and averages over all contact-assisted (T*=Tp, Tc, Ts, or Tx) targets for the combined scores on each group's best or first submitted models. We evaluated all categories using the FM-style combined scores (GDT_TS, ContS, QCS, TenS, lDDT, and MolProb). However, the relative high performance of groups in the correct Tc and simulated NMR Ts categories prompted additional evaluation using TBM-style score combinations to better distinguish models that are closer to their targets (GDT_TS>50).
Group performance was ordered by best FM-style Z-score sum (Table 5 , includes also FM-style average, first models and win/loss counts). All groups that could not be distinguished from the top ranked group according to t-test and bootstrap significance (for FM-style Z-score sum) are bolded. The top-performing groups in the contact-assisted categories according to the FM-style and win/loss scoring schemes (Lee, LeeR, NNS, and Baker) were similar to those that outperformed in performance improvement scores ( Figure 3 ). As three of these groups correspond to a single CASP11 participant (Jooyoung Lee -groups 38, 44, and 169), we investigated whether having multiple groups (i.e. submitting as multiple groups) tended to alter the Z-score ranks or significance scores of the participant when compared to having a single group (i.e. submitting as a single group). To check for this case, we omitted two of the three J.
Lee's groups in turn, and recalculated all the relative scores for all the participating groups in these three scenarios. With the exception of the crosslinked Tx category, which had too few targets, the ranks and significance estimates of any single group from the same CASP11 participant did not change, although the absolute values of the Z-scores did (See prodata.swmed.edu/casp11/contact for tables).
When compared to group performance ranks determined by the GDT_TS Z-score sums, the FMstyle Z-score sums produced the same ranks for the four top-performing groups in the predicted Tp category (Lee, NNS, McGuffin, and Fusion, in ranked order). However, tests of statistical significance in the predicted Tp category suggested that one of the groups (Baker) that predicted 17 significantly fewer targets (10 out of 23) tied with the two top-performing groups (Lee and NNS).
In win/loss counts, the same four groups rank at the top, with the Baker group holding 3rd place.
For the correct Tc category, all scoring methods (GDT_TS, FM-style, and win/loss counts) rank groups LeeR and Lee as first and second, correspondingly. Because the top prediction models in this category were similar to the target (GDT_TS score >50), we also examined TBM-style scoring and significance estimates that were designed to evaluate such similarities. TBM-style scoring ranked the same two groups at the top. These two groups tied in many of the head-tohead trials (10 out of 24 targets), and the performance of the two groups could not be distinguished by significance estimates of TBM-style scoring. The third-place group (Baker) tied with the top-performing group according to significance of FM-style scores, but not TBM-style scores or GDT_TS only scores.
For the simulated NMR Ts category, the same group (Baker) placed as first for all three Z-scorestyle scoring methods (GDT_TS, FM, and TBM). Two additional groups (LeeR and Lee) tied for top-performance by all statistical measures. The fourth ranked group, NNS server (as well as the Laufer group that predicted less targets), tied with the top groups only using significance from Ttests on TBM-style scoring. Interestingly, win/loss counts with GDT_TS, FM-style, and TBMstyle scoring placed the Lee and LeeR groups above the top-ranked Baker group. The cause of this apparent discrepancy in rankings is discussed in the following section (Head-to-Head Comparisons).
For the crosslinked Tx category, the top-performing Baker group was ranked first by GDT_TS and FM-style scoring methods, as well as in win/loss counts. The top group tied with Lee and NNS groups using T-test significance estimates, while it significantly outperformed by FM-style 18 bootstraps. The differences in significance likely originated from the low number of targets in this category (4 targets).
Head-to-Head Comparisons of Top-Performing Groups
To help clarify the performance of the top ranked groups in each category that tied by any of the significance estimates, we plotted their head-to-head GDT_TS scores ( (Table 5 ).
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The correct Tc category head-to-head plot highlights a cluster of 23 targets above 48 GDT_TS, with the LeeR group outperforming on most (16 targets). The Baker group appeared to excel at the assisted prediction of target Tc812, while the LeeR group excelled at target Tc794, among a few others. This relative outperformance by the LeeR group on most of the targets resulted in their top ranking by all methods. Their top ranking was also justified by significance tests using the TBM-style scoring scheme, which was chosen by the TBM assessor as distinguishing models that were generally closer to the template (above 50 GDT_TS). The bootstrap and t-test significance estimates using TBM-style scoring suggested the performance of the LeeR group was not distinguishable from the alternate prediction group from the same participants (Lee), yet it was distinguishable from the Baker group (confidence level 0.916).
The simulated NMR Ts category plot comparing LeeR with Baker highlights three outlier targets where Baker outperformed LeeR (Ts761, Ts777, and Ts827), and two targets (Ts794 and Ts826) where LeeR outperformed Baker . Performance scores on the remaining targets clustered closely to the equivalence line, with more favoring the LeeR group, which wins on 10 of 14 remaining targets. Comparison of the Baker group with the Lee group (ranked 2 by GDT_TS Z-score sums) yielded similar results (not shown). Z-score sums tended to emphasize the magnitude of improvements while win/loss counts evaluated the generalization of the methodology on various targets. Therefore, the apparent discrepancy in rankings by the two methods was caused by the Baker group providing more significantly better outlier targets (top Z-score ranking), whereas the LeeR group provided more subtly better winning targets (12 out of 19 targets). Statistical tests, including bootstrap and t-test, suggested that the differences between these two groups were statistically insignificant. In our above analyses, we treated multi-domain assisted targets as single evaluation units.
Besides this treatment, we also calculated scores, rankings, and significance estimates for first model predictions and domain-based predictions (i.e, predictions on multidomain targets were split and evaluated separately). Group performance using first models resembled that of best models with a few exceptions, including (1) LeeR significantly outperformed the other groups on correct Tc targets, and (2) 
Performance comparisons to previous contact assisted predictions
The contact-assisted component of CASP11 included several new categories (predicted Tp, simulated NMR Ts, and crosslinked Tx) that had no basis for comparison to the previous assessment. The input data in the only comparable category (designated correct Tc in both CASP10 and CASP11) had some significant differences in both the number and type of provided contacts. The number of provided contacts for CASP10 were restricted to roughly one tenth of the number of residues, and the contacts were only selected if they were present in less than 15%
of the unassisted predictions in CASP10 3 . In contrast, in CASP11 the Prediction Center provided 21 a significantly larger number (~10 fold) of correct Tc contacts that were selected among top contact predictors regardless of the contact coverage in the submitted 3D models.
The previous CASP10 contact-assisted correct Tc category showed significant improvements in mean correct Tc GDT_TS scores when compared to mean T0 scores for each target, with the best absolute improvement approaching 40 GDT_TS. The best absolute improvement for CASP11 correct Tc targets was even higher (70 GDT_TS). Even though it is hard to bring the different types of contacts in two different CASPs to the same frame of reference, the data allowed us to notice similar trends in both CASPs, namely improved average performance with Two of the correct Tc targets with high outlier T0 predictions (T0806 and T0824, discussed in Target-based performance improvement section above) should have displayed lower than expected best absolute improvements, skewing the trends highlighted in Figure 6A . Indeed, omitting these two targets from linear fit calculations slightly improved the goodness of fit (R 2 =0.11) and resulted in a somewhat larger slope of the line: Y=30.09*X+22.31, which corresponds to a similar number extended to CASP10 levels (25.9 GDT_TS difference at 0.12 contacts per residue).
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Given the relatively high number of correct Tc targets, we examined the performance of predictions on different fold types. We considered the ECOD architecture for each correct Tc target, combining the target architectures into broad categories including α/β, α+β, all-α, all-β, and mixed resulting from the presence of multiple domains. We then plotted the best absolute performance of targets clustered into each category ( Figure 6B ). Because the targets displayed a trend in performance based on given contacts per residue, we normalized the best absolute performance by averaging it with an estimate of the best absolute performance (Y) based on the given contacts per residue (X) according to the Figure 6A linear fit formula. The results suggest that the provided contacts helped modestly for all-α targets (average normalized performance improvement 35.5 GDT_TS). Only a single target (T0806) populated the α/β category. This target represented an outlier and exhibited a lower than expected absolute difference (33.3 GDT_TS) due to unusually high T0 model quality discussed previously. Indeed, when we used the next-best group T0 target to calculate normalized best absolute performance on the singleton α/β target, the recalculated value (49.9 GDT_TS) exceeded the normalized average best absolute performance value ( Figure 6B , dotted line, 43.3 GDT_TS). One possible explanation for the relative contact-assisted outperformance on β-strand-containing targets might involve their more regular interaction in β-sheets dictated by non-local backbone hydrogen bonds. Thus, a single contact provides the correct register for the β-strand with its neighboring β-strands. Alternatively, interactions between α-helices can occur at different angles, requiring more than one contact pair to define their placement. Perhaps the most encouraging prediction models came from the simulated NMR Ts category, which aimed to mimic contact information provided by experimental NMR data. The quality of models produced using this information, which albeit only represents a model of real NMR data, approached that of the artificial correct Tc category.
CONCLUSIONS: PERFORMANCE INSIGHTS AND SUGGESTIONS
PROTEINS: Structure, Function, and Bioinformatics
Given the relative outperformance of the Baker and J. Lee's groups on the contact-assisted categories, we decided to use their average GDT-TS scores for all targets in a given category to represent top performance. We then examined why the predicted Tp and crosslinked Tx categories were much more difficult than the correct Tc and simulated NMR Ts categories ( Figure 7A ). First, we considered a term that evaluated the quality of provided contacts for each assisted category: the correct contact percentage (CCP). As expected, outperformance in the correct Tc category arose from the high percentage of correct contacts given (100% by definition), with the other three categories having less than 15% of the provided contacts being correct. Interestingly, the CCP average for the simulated NMR Ts category was almost the same as for the predicted Tp category, for which performance was significantly lower. Thus, CCP alone could not account for performance. The given simulated NMR Ts data included far more contacts than in any of the other categories (see paragraph below), so we also calculated the correct contact coverage (CCC) of the target to see if this property could compensate for a lack of correct provided contacts. Indeed, the simulated NMR Ts category displayed a higher CCC average (2.5-fold coverage) than the other three categories (Tp 0.19-fold, Tc 0.7-fold, and Tx 0.16-fold coverage). Thus, the outperformance on the correct Tc targets stemmed from the high percentage of correct contacts, whereas the outperformance in the simulated NMR Ts category stemmed from a reduced percentage of correct contacts that was offset by a much higher coverage of correct contacts. A number of possible explanations for the relatively poor performance in the crosslinked Tx category exist. From our evaluation of contact quality ( Figure   7A ), the contacts provided by the crosslinked Tx data were only 10.8% correct on average when defined by the 8 Å distance cutoff in the experimental structures. Such poorly defined contacts likely result from the cross-linking agent being too long to represent interacting residues.
Additionally, the nature of the crosslinking agents could result in an uneven distribution on the structures. This notion might lead to the relatively low average coverage of the correct contacts noted for the category (Figure 7 , crosslinked Tx CCC is 0.16). Thus, the crosslinked Tx category experiment provided a fundamentally different type of contact information, as residues must be accessible to the crosslinking reagent (i.e. relatively exposed) and might be more distant (> 8 Å)
than the traditional concept of contacting residues. Perhaps including such restrictions in methodology for using crosslinked Tx contacts would improve the quality of structure models.
To gain further insights into the quality of Ts predictions, we compared Ts models generated by predictors to 'dummy models' generated by us using standard NMR structure determination software. To generate dummy models, we used one of most cited NMR packages 16 This number far exceeds that given in other contact-assisted categories. For instance, the largest number of contacts per target from any of the other three categories is only 673 residue pairs (Tp814). However, the overwhelming majority (about 98.5%) of these contacts is "ambiguous", and the NMP peak is usually assigned to multiple atom pairs. When all given Ts contacts (ambiguous and unambiguous) are used as input, CNS package generated dummy models with approximately random GDT_TS scores for each Ts target (average GDT_TS = 13.56, Figure 7C cyan line), close to some of the worst predictions. Apparently, the ambiguity of the contacts hindered the reconstruction of the structures by CNS, and most predictors found a more clever way to deal with ambiguities.
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We next attempted to reduce the ambiguity provided to the CNS software. As the first step, we used only unambiguous contacts, i.e., those for which distance constraint corresponded to a single given pair of atoms. While this method of contact selection does not require the knowledge of the target structure and could have been used by predictors, it comes at the cost of losing most of Ts contact information, because unambiguous assignments corresponded to an average of 1.2% (by atom) / 1.7% ( by residue) of the total Ts contacts ( Figure 7B , dark and pale purple bars). With unambiguous contacts being the only input, the CNS package generated dummy models with 29.3 GDT_TS score on average ( Figure 7C , purple line). Dummy models from five targets predicted the correct fold and achieved GDT_TS above 40 (maximal GDT_TS = 53.8 for target Ts812). Therefore, although the number of unambiguous contacts was limited, those contacts were mostly correct (98.6% of unambiguous atom pairs are correct) and could be used to generate reasonable seed structures for further refinement. Interestingly, many of the CASP simulated NMR Ts predictions ( Figure 7C , blue dots) had GDT_TS scores lower than the dummy structures generated from unambiguous contacts by CNS, suggesting that these groups could have benefitted from including standard NMR structure determination software in their methodologies.
Because assessors are granted access to the target structures, we further attempted to disambiguate ambiguous contacts using the knowledge of the target structure. We selected all the correct constraints in the provided simulated NMR Ts contacts to evaluate the theoretical upper limit of the CNS performance. For the purpose of cross-category comparison in previous section calculating CCP and CCC ( Figure 7A ), the correct contacts were defined as those with Cβ distance no more than 8 Å. Here, we extracted the cutoff for the 'Ts-specific' true contacts from the upper limit (UPL) of the atomic distance for individual atom pairs provided by the simulated 27 NMR data, resulting in an average of 1041 correct atom pairs in 625 correct residue pairs ( Figure   7B , dark and pale green bars). This definition was slightly higher than the number of correct contacts computed in the cross-category comparison (586 residue pairs, Figure 7B , medium green bar). The dummy models generated by CNS using those 'Ts-specific' true contacts produce GDT_TS scores ranging from 43 to 75, with an overall average of 58 ( Figure 7C , green line). Impressively, many predictions achieved better performance than the structures built from the true distance constraints selected with the knowledge of the target structure. The best predictions for every target outperform the dummy models obtained by CNS using true contacts.
Although the lack of chemical shifts in Ts contacts provided to predictors limits the utilization of the NMR package to its full potential, the structure prediction methods seemed to utilize additional information to push the limit of the NMR methods based purely on the distance constraints. These best prediction methods should be useful for NMR researchers in protein structure determination and may have some advantages over the CNS package.
CASP11 exhibited a number of significant differences in the implementation of the contactassisted category experiment when compared to the previous CASP10. These differences made evaluation of performance improvement difficult. Performance of the correct Tc categories from both CASPs was roughly dependent on the number contacts given per residue ( Figure 6A ).
Given the artificial nature of the correct Tc category, perhaps future contact-assisted experiments could explore the correlation between given contacts per residue and top structure prediction performance by incrementally providing sets of correct Tc contact pairs over time. At the very least, this category should include more consistently defined contact pairs between CASP experiments to allow methods performance comparisons over time. predicted Tp (blue), correct Tc (red), simulated NMR Ts (green), and crosslinked Tx (orange). B)
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The contacts provided for the simulated NMR Ts category can be subdivided into several classes of given information: all provided contacts that include both single peaks and multiple peaks for certain atom pairs (cyan), unambiguous contacts that correspond to given atom pairs with a single peaks (purple), 'Ts-specific' true contacts defined as pairs with atomic distance in the target structure within the given upper distance limit (UPL) (green), and correct contacts defined as pairs within 8 Å in the target structure (medium green). Contacts of each subcategory are shown in logarithmic scales and counted by atom (dark colors, labeled 'Atom') or by residue (light colors, labeled 'Res'). C) The various classes of simulated NMR Ts information lead to different levels of performance measured for "dummy" models generated by us using standard NMR structure determination techniques (see Matherials and Methods for details). The GDT_TS Positive mean differences and significant P-values are shaded. targets, with a relatively smaller subset of the difficult targets selected for various contact-assisted categories (circles). The data for predicted Tp contact targets (blue) were selected from the predicted contacts provided for the CASP11 RR category and were filtered for close contacts for data provided in the correct Tc category (red). The data for the simulated NMR Ts targets (green) were provided by the Montelione lab, and the data for the crosslinked Tx targets (orange) were generated experimentally by the Rappsilber lab. 62x36mm (300 x 300 DPI) is dictated by two components of the provided contact information: the percentage of correct contacts (those within 8 Å in the target structure) over all given contacts (CCP, middle panel) and the fold coverage of correct contacts over the target structure (CCC, right panel). The bars represent the averages over targets from each contact assisted category: predicted Tp (blue), correct Tc (red), simulated NMR Ts (green), and crosslinked Tx (orange). B) The contacts provided for the simulated NMR Ts category can be subdivided into several classes of given information: all provided contacts that include both single peaks and multiple peaks for certain atom pairs (cyan), unambiguous contacts that correspond to given atom pairs with a single peaks (purple), 'Ts-specific' true contacts defined as pairs with atomic distance in the target structure within the given upper distance limit (UPL) (green), and correct contacts defined as pairs within 8 Å in the target structure (medium green). Contacts of each subcategory are shown in logarithmic scales and counted by atom (dark colors, labeled 'Atom') or by residue (light colors, labeled 'Res'). C) The various classes of simulated NMR Ts information lead to different levels of performance measured for "dummy"
